BMJ in the News is a weekly digest of BMJ stories, plus any other news about the company that has appeared in the national and a selection of English-speaking international media.

Latest highlights (28 May - 3 June):

The BMJ ‘Scrap the Cap’ campaign, calling for end to the cap on non-EEA doctors being allowed to work in NHS was covered in both the UK and India, including an interview with Abi Rimmer on BBC London Radio
A BJSM study suggesting that walking faster could help you live longer was picked up by UK and international outlets, including Sydney Morning Herald, Newsweek and TIME
A Heart podcast on active commuting and cardiovascular disease was covered by the Financial Times

BMJ

SnapMD powers AAP's virtual platform and other digital health deals (Sharon Cooper quoted) - mobihealthnews.com 29/05/2018

The BMJ Awards

HIV Testing Kits: Uni of Brighton Touch-Screen Digital Vending Machine Wins National Award - Brighton Journal 30/05/2018

This city hospital clinician is helping to revolutionise the way elderly people are cared for - Stoke Sentinel 30/05/2018

The BMJ

News: Scrap the Cap: BMJ calls for end to cap on non-EEA doctors being allowed to work in NHS

Abi Rimmer interviewed on BBC Radio London (2h 51m into programme) - 31/05/2018
Thousands of foreign doctors denied visas despite landing NHS jobs in time of critical staff shortages - The Sun 01/06/2018
PM faces revolt by Tory MPs over immigration rules for NHS workers amid warnings of staff shortages - Daily Mail 01/06/2018
Junior doctors are 'left in charge of up to 90 patients' and 'treated like cattle' - The Mirror
Also covered by: BBC 1 Breakfast (1h 12m into programme), The Times, The Independent, The Evening Standard, HuffPost UK, India Today, Deccan Herald, The National, Recruiter, OnMedica, BT.com, News 18

Research: The role of obesity in smoking behavior. Mendelian randomisation study in UK Biobank

Genetic obesity risk tied to smoking - Reuters 30/05/2018

Research: Vertebroplasty versus sham procedure for painful acute osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures

Spine surgery may not be needed to ease back pain from osteoporosis - Reuters 30/05/2018
Vertebroplasty Comparable With Placebo for Acute Vertebral Compression Fractures - Clinical Pain Advisor 30/05/2018

The BMJ War on Drugs campaign

Why we must legalise cannabis now for the sake of public health - The Guardian 03/06/2018

Other coverage included

Afraid of lightning? Go to Antarctica - or Egypt - Big Think 28/05/2018
Drugs expert hits out at 'repressive' policies as he backs fix rooms - Herald Scotland 28/05/2018
Going soft on drugs is a disastrous mistake - The Times 29/05/2018
What could be causing your bloated tum? - Daily Express & Scottish Daily Express 29/05/2018 (link unavailable)
World Health Organisation marks No Tobacco Day by urging people to cut down on cigarettes across the globe - The Irish Sun 31/05/2018
Hookah more popular with young adults, possibly more dangerous than cigarettes - ABC News 31/05/2018
Is the heat getting to you? Eating spicy food cools you down better than ice cream - Channel News Asia 31/05/2018
Vaginal Seeding Might Actually Be Unsafe, According To A New Study - Romper 31/05/2018
Baby doc delivers sad news - Gippsland Times 31/05/2018
Pharmacies across Barking, Havering and Redbridge to play major role in identifying atrial fibrillation - Pharmacy Business 31/05/2018
Openness can promote patient safety - Daily Nation 01/06/2018
Obesity worries fail to hit the sweet spot - The Australian 01/06/2018
The grave shortcomings of Nigeria’s Ebola prevention strategy - healthnews.ng (Nigeria) 01/06/2018
Gaza slaughter: Holy Land still denied peace and justice by cowardly international community - Redress Information & Analysis 02/06/2018
Abortion treats one minority as less than human. So who's next? - The Mail on Sunday / Scottish Mail on Sunday 03/06/2018

Mindfulness in 3D: new book by local Alexander Technique teacher - London SE1 03/06/2018

JOURNALS

Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases

Tocilizumab Therapy Effective for Biologic DMARD-Resistant Rheumatoid Arthritis
Rheumatology Advisor 01/06/18

Archives of Disease in Childhood

Is Calpol really the 'heroin of childhood'? Irish Daily Mail 31/0518 (link unavailable)

BMJ Case Reports

What's the worst a hot chilli pepper can do to you? LifeHacker (Aus) 29/05/18

Man gets shower head removed that was six inches up his rectum New Zealand Herald 30/05/18
Also in: The Sun, Daily Mail + Scottish Daily Mail, Daily Star, Daily Mirror, Metro, Irish Post, Tech Times, IFLScience, Medical Dialogues, LADBible, Inquirer.net, Pulse Nigeria, AsiaOne, Men's Health, Council Chamber, MENA.FN,

Man, 55, has op to remove pen tip from his penis two months after sex act went wrong The Sun 31/05/18
Also in: Daily Star

Clinical Puzzle: Lung Cancer Or Hodgkin’s Lymphoma? (research briefs) P&T Community 01/06/18

BMJ Open

Study Says Drinking Alcohol Is Better Than Exercise For Living a Longer Life Power Line (blog) 29/05/18

One in 20 cases brought to Irish emergency departments are booze-related – and injuries linked to alcohol jump to 29 per cent at weekend The Irish Sun 30/05/18
Galway study finds a third of weekend A&E admissions are alcohol related Galway Daily 30/05/18
Also in: Irish Herald, the journal.ie, Irish Independent, Irish Times, Irish Examiner, RTE.ie, Leitrim Observer

Bariatric surgery associated with protective effects against AKI Healio 30/05/18
The unique pain that suicide leaves behind  Irish Independent 31/05/18

Open-Label Placebo (OLP): Take This, It Is A Sugar Pill, It Will Help You!  Science Trends 31/05/18

BMJ Open Diabetes Research & Care

The key to weight loss may be right in the palm of your hand  CNBC 01/06/18

Omada Health Receives Full CDC Recognition for Diabetes Prevention  AJMC Managed Networks  01/06/18

BMJ Quality & Safety

Setting the Stage for Value-Based Care with Patient Data Access  EHR Intelligence.com 29/05/18

How healthcare literacy can save your life  Corporate Wellness Magazine 30/05/18

A More Egalitarian Hospital Culture Is Better for Everyone  New York Times 31/05/18

One in four go back into intensive care  Scottish Daily Mail 01/06/18 (link unavailable)

Aftercare failures make sickest patients ill again  The Times Scotland 01/06/18 (link unavailable)

British Journal of Sports Medicine

In a spin over cycling  Swindon Advertiser 29/05/18

Physically demanding jobs may shorten men’s lives  Reuters 31/05/18

“You’ve got to huff and puff”. Study finds walking faster means living longer  Sydney Morning Herald 01/06/18

Step on it: How walking faster really WILL improve your heart health and help you live longer  Daily Mail + Scottish Daily Mail 01/06/18

LIVE LONGER: WALKING FASTER CAN HELP, ACCORDING TO A NEW STUDY  Newsweek 01/06/18


Does your home make you happy?  The Daily Telegraph 01/0618
ST Scroll Back on Ramadan challenges: Emergency calls rise in Dubai, 22 hours of fasting in Iceland. The Straits Times 02/06/18

Improving foot core stability emerges as latest fitness target. The Australian 03/06/18

Emergency Medicine Journal

Shock figures show how Addenbrooke’s is bursting at the seams. Cambridge News 29/05/18

Gut

Further coverage for IBD and Parkinson’s disease risk
IBD associated with increased risk of Parkinson’s disease. Neurology Advisor 29/05/18
Patients with IBD at Increased Risk of Parkinson's, 'Real Life' Study Suggests. Parkinson’s News Today 30/05/18

Heart

Podcast of the week (active commuting and cardiovascular disease). Financial Times 25/05/18

Further coverage for eggs and cardiovascular disease risk
Eggs good for your heart? Not likely! The Epoch Times 29/05/18
The Ultimate List of High-Protein Foods You Should Eat Every Week. Shape Magazine 29/05/18
High-protein diet may increase heart disease risk. Chicago Business Journal 30/05/18


Journal of Clinical Pathology

The honey that’s more effective than antibiotics. Irish Daily Mail 29/05/18 (print edition)

Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health


Cockroach milk is the new superfood literally no one asked for. (menopause and diet) Hello! Magazine 29/05/18
Does smoking marijuana make it harder for couples to have children? Big Think 31/05/18

Also in: Civilized, SFGate
**Health Care in Low-Income Settings**

*Leads to Ethical, Financial Dilemmas*  
Medical Bag  
31/05/18

*Is it immoral to love your kids because they are related to you?*  
BioEdge  02/06/18

**Occupational & Environmental Medicine**

*After 40 years in limbo: Styrene is probably carcinogenic*  
Medical Xpress  01/06/18

**Tobacco Control**

*Smoking: Facts about global tobacco usage published ahead of UN's World No Tobacco Day*  
Daily Sabah  30/05/18

*Smoking: a rundown on lighting up*  
Daily Star (Lebanon)  30/05/18

*Smoking in numbers: 100 million deaths by tobacco on 20th century*  
Economic Times  30/05/18

**Also in:** Yahoo News UK

**RESEARCH & COMMENTARY: VERMONT’S VAPING TAX WILL STIFLE TOBACCO HARM REDUCTION**  
The Heartland Institute  30/05/18

*Why Is My Period Pain Getting Worse? 9 Surprising Things You Didn't Realise Were Contributing*  
Bustle  31/05/18

*Experts call for ban on e-cigarette flavours to protect children*  
The Independent  31/05/18

*Campaigners call for all e-cigarette flavours to be BANNED immediately to protect kids*  
The Sun  31/05/18

*Health body calls for flavoured vapes to be banned*  
Talking Retail  31/05/18

**Also in:** Science Codex, Newwise, News-Medical.net, Science Daily